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Surely observe the below contents for safely using product 

 

 It is for user’s safety and preventing property damage 

 Please rightly use product after carefully reading the below matters 

 

In the case of not observing operation instruction, it may result in bodily injury and 

property loss. 

 
In the case of not observing instruction, it may result in serious risk of injury on body 

 

 

 Caution related to electric power 

 

Please don’t use damaged power 

code or loose outlet   

 There may be the risk of electric 

shock and fire 

 

 

Please don’t use many plugs for 

one outlet. Abnormal overheating 

of outlet may cause fire 

 

Please  don’t pull out cord part of 

plug and do not touch electric 

plug with wet hands 

 

In the case of not using plug for a 

long time, please pull it out 

 

During usage, if there is smoke, 

please immediately switch 

engraving machine off and then, 

contact our service center  

  

 

 Caution in installing 

 

Please don’t install it at places 

where there are much oil, fume, 

humidity, and dust with water 

sprinkler 

 There may be the risk of electric 

shock and fire 

 

Please don’t put candlelight, 

cigarette, etc. on engraving 

machine and also, please install it 

at places away from heating 

equipments such as heater, etc. 

 There may be the risk of trouble 

and fire by overheated product 

 

Please install engraving machine’s 

main body on stable horizontal 

plane 

 This engraving machine is 

weighs about 21kg, which may 

cause product damage and 

user’s injury when it is used on 

weak and inclined workstation 

because it is vibrated sideways. 
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 Caution in using 

 

While engraving machine is in 

operation, engraving blade is 

rotated by high speed. Please 

never put body part or other 

materials inside the engraving 

machine 

 During engraving machine 

operation, high-speed rotating 

engraving blade may cause 

serious injury 

 

 

Please don’t put materials, vessel 

having water, small steel materials, 

etc, on engraving machine  

 By worker's carelessness or 

vibration occurring during 

engraving machine operation, 

falling material may hurt you and 

also, it may cause fire or trouble 

by overheating or electric 

leakage. 

 When water is flown in product, 

there may be the risk of electric 

shock and fire 

 

 

Please don’t have body part or 

other materials stuck in route 

along which engraving machine’s 

each axis moves and scratched by 

engraving blade 

 Body part or materials may be 

stuck in the route along which 

engraving machine’s each axis 

moves and sharp engraving 

blade scratches them, which may 

cause risk of serious injury, 

material damage, and product 

trouble. 
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 Other cautions 

 

Random disassembly or 

remodeling of engraving 

machine’s main body  

 It may cause fire, electric shock, 

and trouble. Make sure to inquire 

with local dealer or our service 

center in checking, adjusting, and 

repairing its internal aspects 

 

There is the risk of injury due to 

curiosity and carelessness of 

infant and young children 

 

 

 

In the winter season with sub-zero 

temperatures, product may 

malfunction. In such case, if you 

use heater at place in which 

engraving machine is operated, it 

will functional normally. Please 

ensure that the temperature of 

location at which the engraving 

machine is used does not fall 

below zero.  
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Product Configuration and Installation 

Parts 
UT-75 comes with the following parts inside the product package 

Content Photo Quantity Usage  

AST Tip  1EA 
Diamond Dragging Tool(Tool for marking 
metal) 

Endmill 

(Cutter) 
 1EA Tool for name plate cutting 

Inside Ring 

Engraving Tool 
 

1EA Tool for inside ring engraving 

2mm wrench 

 

1EA 
Wrench to loosen tool fastening bolt 

when changing tool 

Auxiliary Jig  1SET Fixes g thick materials to be engraved 

Cutting Clamp 

 

1SET Clamp for fixing plate to cut 

Pen Jig  
1SET Jig to fix pen 

Flat chuck 

finger 
 3EA For fixing ring material to be engraved 

Round chuck 

finger 
 3EA 

For fixing oval ring material to be 

engraved (Wide) 

Round chuck 

finger 
 3EA 

For fixing oval ring material to be 

engraved(Narrow) 

Finger 

Adapter  
3EA Finger adapter for bangle 

Chuck handle 

 

2EA Tightening handle for rotation vise 

Spanner 
 

1EA Wrench to fasten finger. 

Spindle Belt 

 

3EA Transfers DC motor rotation to spindle 

AC Adapter 

 

1EA 

Power supply 

 

(5.5mm x 2.1mm) 
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USB cable 
 

1EA For connecting PC 

Program CD 
 

1EA Drawing S/W 

User guide 
 

1EA User’s guide for the product 

 

 

Product specification 

 

Electric power 100 - 240V, 50Hz/60Hz 

Power consumption 60W 

Working range 

Flat:  123mm(X) x 100 mm(Y) x 30mm(Z) 

Rotary:  40mm(X) 

 Cylinder Outside Diameter: 88mm 

 Cylinder Inside Diameter: 14~88mm 

Resolution  0.005mm (X,Y), 0.00125(Z) 

Weight  30Kg 

Transfer speed 1 – 36mm/sec (XY), 1 – 18mm/sec (Z) 

Temperature  5 – 40 ºC  

Humidity  10 - 90 % 

Usage  Jewelry Marking 
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Program installation 

 

1. Press “Next” 

 

 

2. By pressing “install”, program installation is 

automatically started 

 

3. During installing, file is copied to hard disk 

 

 

4. By pressing “Finish”, program installation is 

completed 

 

5. When program installation is finished, USB 

driver installation window is popped up. After 

pulling off USB cable, confirm it and press “YES” 

 

6. Press “NEXT”  

 

7. By pressing “Finish”, installation is completed and computer is re-booted 

 
◈ Program explanation 

When installation is finished, the below icon is shown on desktop wallpaper. Explanation on each icon is as 

follows. 

 

MAGICART 
It is drawing software, which has functions such as engraving design, 

engraving option tool path setup, tool path data transfer, etc. 
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Model Selection 

When the program is run first after the installation, "Select Machine Model in Use" window will be popped up. 

Select proper model in the list. 

If serveral different models are being used, select all the models from the list. 

 

※ This option can be opened at menu, "Tool" -> "Select Machine Model in Use" whenever needed. 
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UT-75 Installation 

 
UT-75 is desktop CNC engraving machine and only when it is connected with PC and used together with 

program, it can engrave pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USB cable, which is provided as parts, is inserted to USB port of engraving machine’s back and PC back side.  

[USB cable] 

 

 

  Connect to engraving machine                Connect to PC or Laptop 
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UT-75 explanation 

◈ Name for each part 

 

 
B 

 
B  

       

 

◈ Explanation for Each Part 

A Spindle Fix engraving tools. 

B Probe Measures material thickness. 

C Pen Jig Holder Pen Jig is fixed through this holder 

D Tool Length Sensor Measures tool(cutter) length. 

E Vise Fastening Lever Fixes or Releases the vise 

F Tension Adjustor Adjusts AST(diamond dragging) tool pressure 

G Spindle Belt Transfer DC motor rotation to spindle 

H Plane vise Fix Metal / Pendant engraving material. 

I Vise tightening handle Tighten vice and fix or loose material. 

J Rotation vise Fix round-type engraved material 

K Operation key Move position of engraved material and stop engraving. 

L Power S/W Turn engraving machine on. 

M Power port Connect electric power supply adapter and supply 24V to engraving 

machine 

N Communication port Connect USB cable with computer. 

 

 

 

◈ Operation Key Explanation 

 

 

STOP Stop engraving during related operation 

VISE 

When pressing it for a long time in tool setting, it is moved to plain 

vise or while waiting for engraving machine, vise is moved forward 

or backward in pressing this button for a long time 

I 

J 

 

C 

 

H 

K 

M 

N 

A 

D 

 

B 

 

G 

 

L 

E

G 

 

F 
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Medal / Pendant Move to Medal / Pendant Vise. 

 

Ring Outside Move to rotation vise’s ring external diameter position 

 

Ring Inside Move to rotation vise’s ring internal diameter position 

 

Pointer Switch laser point ON/OFF 

 

Start 
After appointing working range, if you press this button for one 

second and more, engraving is started 

Save 
If you press this button for one second and more after appointing 

setting, setting value is saved 

 

Flat Chuck finger Appoint flat chuck finger’s origin 

 

Round  Chuck 
finger 

Appoint round chuck finger’s origin 

 

 Move to tool or laser pointer position 

 

 Move Z-axis up and down 

 

 
Turn rotation vise 

Stop at position such as 0°, 90°, 180°, 270° in rotation 
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◈ Engraving machine operation 

When turning on engraving machine, it performs self-diagnosis as following and if there is not any problem, it is 

in standby condition with confirmation sound 

 

(1) Self-diagnosis order in power ON 

1) There is axis detected by sensor, move itself out of detection area 

2) Check Z-axis sensor and return to origin 

3) Check X-axis sensor and return to origin 

4) Check Y-axis sensor and return to origin 

5) Conformation sound and standby 

 

(2) Engraving order 

1) Turn on engraving machine 

2) Fix engraved material to engraving machine’s vise 

3) Perform design software (provided together with product) 

4) Design engraved pattern 

5) Start engraving by pressing engraving button on program 
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Menu Structure 

 

[START/MENU]  button press will make the system enter into menu mode to set its state.  Short press 

of X-/X+ button or [START/MENU]  button move to next menu item, and long press(1 seconds or 

more) of the button will run current selected menu item. 

 

The followings are menu items you can navigate with keys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** To select menu, press  button for 1 seconds.:   

1: Tool Change ? 

 

2: Spindle 

  ON -> OFF ? 

 

3: Set XY->(0,0) ? 

 

4: Set Z->(0) ? 

5: Set A->(0)? 

   

 

X+ or [START/MENU] 

button SHORT PRESS 

Enter into tool change mode. 

Turn spindle on or off 

Set current X and Y position to 

temporary origin. 

 

Set current Z position to 

temporary origin. 

Set current A(rotary axis) 

position to temporary origin. 

6.Measure ZREF ? 

 

7.Select Origin? 

 

Mesure material surface height 

or slope by key operation. 

UT-75 can store 8 origin 

positions. Select origin and 

move to the position. 
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How to use vise 

◈ Fix engraved material 

Because vise fixing part is step-like, you just fix it on step suitable for material size. 

When you turn vise tightening hand to the left, vise is widened and otherwise, it is tightened. 

                  

 

◈ How to attach auxiliary vise 

Auxiliary vise is proper for fixing thick material like liquor bottle, etc. Auxiliary vise consists by one-pair, you 

fix it with bolt by using +-shape driver on both holes of auxiliary vise. 
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◈ How to fix ring external diameter engraving 

First, after inserting ring on flat chuck finger’s jaw at rotation vise’s chuck finger, insert handle in chuck 

handle home, and finally fix ring by using handle in order not to be slipped. 

 

             

 

              

 

◈ How to fix ring for engraving its inside diameter 

Insert ring in order to be hung on chuck finger by widening flat chuck finger according to ring size by suing 

rotation vise’s chuck handle and then, tightly fix ring by using chuck handle. 
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◈ How to fix bangle for engraving 

Attach bangle finger adapter after removing all three fingers then attach proper finger to the finger adapter.  

Bangle is fixed using this adapter. 

               

 

◈ How to fix a pen for engraving 

Release vise fastening lever and remove vise. 

 

                       

 

Insert pen jig through pen jig holder and hold a pen as guided in the pictures below. 

 

          
 

◈ Cutting Clamp 

Machine is provided with additional clamp.  This clamp eases to grip plate especially when cutting. Also it 

collects metal chips produced after cutting.  Follow the guide in the below. 

 

1. Place Bakelite on the bottom of clamp.  This Bakelite prevents the endmill from breaking while cutting 

and prevents the clamp from damage caused by endmill. 

2. Place a plate on the Bakelite. 

3. Using 4 black clamps and fastening bolts, press the plate tight.  The bolt is fastened using 4mm T-

wrench that comes with the machine. 
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Tool Exchange 

 

◈ Changing engraving tool ( for Medal or Ring-OUTSIDE ) 

1. Press  button and select following menu and press  button for 1 second to run it. 

 

 

 

 

2. Tool will be moved to tool change position displaying the following message. 

 

 

 

3. Just like the below figure, insert it to 2mm wrench on tool fixing bolt. Turn wrench to the left and loosen bolt. 

Grab tool by hands in advance in order that tool is not fallen on the bottom and pull out tool downward by 

pushing tool from the top. After changing tool, tighten it by using wrench bolt and fix it 

 

          

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Once tool is changed, press  button again to start measuring tool length.  It will measure the new tool 

length automatically then return to its previous position completing tool change. 

 

◈ Changing engraving tool (for Ring-INTSIDE ) 

UT-75 comes special tool for inside-ring engraving.  Just change tool to inside-ring engraving tool as in the 

picture below to engrave inside ring.  Whole tool change process as in the above is not needed. 

 
 

Inside-Ring Engraving Tool 

1.Tool Change? 

Change tool now, 

 then press [OK] 
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Tension Remover 

Tool tension is needed when engraving by AST, diamond dragging, tool.  But it may not be needed in some 

cases like cutting.  When the tension is not needed, move the tension remover knob to the right as shown in 

the below, then rotate tightly and vice versa for the other case. 

 

                

  [Tension Available]        [ Tension Removed ] 
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Origin Setup 

 

◈ Tool origin 

1. Fix material on medal/pendant vise. 

2. When you press the button  for a long time, tool is moved to the center of medal/pendant vise and 

stops on material. 

 

3. Loosen bolt for fixing tool by using wrench and unmount AST tip or put material by hand and tighten bolt in 

order to contact tool with material like the below figure. 

  

4. When you press engraving machine’s button  for 2 seconds and more, Z-axis is lowered as 

measuring material height. 

 

◈ Laser pointer origin (for Medal/Pendant Vise) 

1. Change tool to AST and fix a flat material on Medal/Pendant vise. 

2. Press button  for 2 seconds and more to enter into laser pointer calibration mode.. 

3. Tool will draw cross(+) mark on the material surface. 

4. Laser pointer will be turned on lighting near the center of the cross mark. 

5. Move laser pointer to the center of the cross(+) mark by using engraving machine’s direction key and press 

 button for 2 seconds and more to save the change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Adjust tool in order to contact with materials 
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◈ Laser pointer origin (for Rotary Vise) 

1. Change tool to AST then change finger to flat one and fix a flat ring on the finger. 

 

2. Press  button to move to outside ring engraving mode. 

3. Press  button for 2 seconds or more.  You will see the following display on the LCD. 

  

    Input proper ring outside diameter pressing  or  then press  for 1 second. 

4. Press button  for 2 seconds and more to enter into laser pointer calibration mode.. 

5. Tool will draw cross (+) mark on the ring surface. 

6. Laser pointer will be turned on lighting near the center of the cross mark. 

5. Move laser pointer to the center of the cross(+) mark by using engraving machine’s direction key and press 

 button for 2 seconds and more to save the change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◈ Probe Calibration 

1. Fix material on Medal/Pendant vise. 

2. Press  button to move tool to Medal/Pendant vise. 

3. Enter into menu mode pressing  button shortly, then press  button for 3 seconds to enter into 

expert setup. 

4. Navigate the expert menu pressing  or  buttons until the following menu is displayed. 

    

Input diameter 

D=[19.5mm] 

2. Calibrate  

Probe Setting? 
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Once the menu is shown, press  button for 1 second to run the menu item. 

 

5. Once the following is shown on the LCD, 

    

Fix a flat metal material on the Medal/Pendant vise and press  button to start calibration. 

6. Pressing  buttons, move tool down to touch the flat material surface. 

 

*** You can loosen bolt for fixing tool using wrench to pull down AST tip by hand and tighten. By this way, you 

can make ensure that tool contacts with material more easily 

  

7. When you press engraving machine’s  button for 1 seconds the rest process of probe calibration will 

be started automatically. 

*** Once the calibration is finished, you can check if the calibration is correct by pressing  button. 

It will draw 4 short lines on the material by Z interval of 0.05. 

 

Probe Calibration Checking 

1. Press  button to start engraving the calibration result.  Engraving procedure is as follows. 

A. Probe moves to the current tool position 

B. Probe measure the material surface height. 

C. Recovered to previous tool position. 

D. Tool engraves 4 short lines in every 0.05mm depth interval. 

 

Probe Calib. 

0.00mm (0) 

Adjust tool in order to contact with materials 
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2. See how many lines are drawn to verify probe calibration.  2-engraved-line is optimum.  Each line 

has 0.05mm depth interval.  So check how much the tool should be lowered or raised. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◈ Medal/Pendant vise origin 

1. Fix material on Medal/Pendant vise. 

 ※ Mark small point on the center of material by using marker (this point becomes the center of vise) 

2. When pressing engraving machine’s button , tool is moved to Medal/Pendant vise. 

3. When pressing button , laser pointer is on material 

4. Move laser pointer to the marked point of material center by using engraving machine’s direction key. 

 

 

●                           ● 

 

 

5. Press engraving machine’s button  for two seconds and more. 

 

 

◈ Rotary Center Setting (Z-axis) 

1. Sharp-end tool is fixed on engraving machine’s rotation chuck like the below figure. 

 

2. When pressing engraving machine’s button , tool is moved to rotary vise. 

3. Adjust tool’s end in order to keep horizontal with engraving knife’s end by using Z-axis   button. 

1 drawn line Tool is too up. 

Tool must be LOWERED 

more 

Using key, lower the 

distance toward –Z direction. 

0.05*(1-2) = -0.05 

2 drawn lines GOOD 

its error is less than 0.05mm 

 

3 drawn lines Tool is too down. 

Tool must be RAISED more Using key, raise the 

distance toward +Z direction. 

0.05*(2-1) = 0.05 
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4. Press engraving machine’s button  for 2 seconds and more. 

 

◈ Chuck finger’s origin 

1. Fix engraving machine’s rotation vise to chuck finger. 

        

     Flat chuck finger              Round chuck finger 

2. Move to tool's selecting origin by pressing engraving machine’s button  or  and have laser 

pointer turned on. 

3. Arrange laser point to each chuck finger’s base point by using engraving machine’s direction key like the 

below figure. 

 

        

4. Press  or  button for 1 second and more to save. 
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How to Use Program 

When program is run, the below window is popped up, program window is differently shown for each case of 

selecting object and not selecting object and at this time, each part name is as following. 

◈ Program screen 

  

 

◈ When Selecting Object 

        

 

Menus 

Template Directory 

Working Area 

Material Templates 

Tools 

Design Templates 

Object Property 

Object 
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◈ When Rotating Object 

 

 

 

 

◈ When Selecting Tool Path 

        

 

Rotation information registration 

Object 

Tool path registration information 

Tool pass 
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Tool Bar  

 

◈ Arrangement tool 

  

 
Straight line/curved 

line 

line/curve 

 circle/ellipse/phi circle/ellipse/phi 

 Rectangle  Rectangle/round-shape rectangle 

 Polygon  Polygon  

 

 

 Left and right reverse 

turn 

Left and right reverse turn of selected character 

 Rotation  Rotate selected object 

 Color reverse Color reverse of selected character 

 90˚ rotation Rotate selected character by 90˚ 

 

 

                  

The center of working area 
 Arrangement to working area’s vertical center 

 Arrangement to working area’s horizontal center 

 

Arrangement   

 Arrangement to base object’s left 

 Arrangement to base object’s center 

 Arrangement to base object’s right 

 Arrangement to base object’s top 

 Arrangement to base object’s center 

 Arrangement to base object’s bottom 

Horizontal distance 

adjustment 
 The same as horizontal distance 

Vertical distance adjustment  The same as vertical distance 

 

In the same size 

 Adjustment to the same width 

 Adjustment to the same height 

 Adjustment to the same size 

Order  
 Utmost front 

 Utmost back 
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◈ Object tool 

 

 Open template  

 
Open design sample  

 
Selection  Select object 

 
Input/edit character Input or edit character 

 

Circular deposition 

character 
Input round character 

 
Brush line Free drawing 

 Image  Insert picture 

 
Erase line Erase line from selected object 

 Node edit Edit circle, rectangle, polygon, etc. 

 Cutting tool path generation Generate tool path by object’s frame 

 

Hatching tool path 

generation 
Generate tool path by object’s side 

 

Single line tool path 

generation 
Generate tool path to the center line of object 

 Tool path process simulation Shown as tool path process simulation 

 See only tool path 
Show only tool path with working area window content 

disappeared 

 Engraving  Engrave selected object 

 

◈ Basic Tool 

 

 New Document Open new work 

 Open  Open saved file 

 Save  Save page 

 Print  Print selected object and page 

 Cut  Cut selected object 

 Copy  Copy selected object 

 Paste  Paste copied file 

 Cancel  Cancel recent work 

 Redo  Redo canceled work 
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◈ Screen Zoom & Moving Tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◈ Object Properties 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Zoom in by one step 

 Zoom out by one step 

 
Select ratio between zoom-in and zoom-out 

 Magnify a area dragged by mouse 

 Magnify selected object size 

 Adjust screen to total page 

 Move screen 

 Font 

 Size  

 Magnify or reduce selected character by one step 

 Make character bold 

 Make selected character inclined 

 Highlight selected character by line 

 Make selected character thin or thick by one step 

 Insert symbol 

 Horizontal arrangement: left/center/right/both sides(left and 

right) 

 Vertical arrangement: top/center/bottom/both sides (top and 

bottom) 

 

Vertically and horizontally move selected character 

 
Width of selected character (character ratio) 

 
Selected character’s rotation angle 

 Writing direction: horizontally write / vertically write 

 

Selected object’s position 

 

Selected object’s total size 
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◈ Rotation Properties 

 

 

 

 

◈ Tool Path Properties 

 

 

 

 Selected object’s line thickness 

 Selected object’s line shape 

 Selected object’s line color 

 Fill color inside 

 Fill shape inside 

 

Rotate selected object by one degree. When 

inputting your wanted rotation angle and 

pressing button, object is rotated as much as 

input angle 

 

Rotate selected object as much as input angle. 

 

Rotate and add new object as much as input 

angle 

Depth   

It shows “pulled pressure” instead of real engraved 

depth, in which dept is deeper, pressing pressure is 

larger 

XY-axis 

speed 

Indicate speed of XY-axis movement 

Z-axis speed Indicate speed that Z-axis is moved down to object 

Z direction 

movement 

height 

In moving to other engraving position, first, lift Z-axis 

in order that tool is not contacted with material 

surface and then, appoint height. 

Two times 

engraving 

Engrave designed content two times.  

 

Selected tool path position 

 

Selected tool path’s total size 
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Tool Path Creation 

 

◈ Tool Path Type 

 

   

 

When creating tool path for the left drawing, tool path is produced as follows 

according to each type. 

 

 

Outline 

(Cutting)  

Engrave character frame. 

 

 

 

Hatching  

Engrave character surface. 

 

 

 

Single line 

Engrave character’s center. 

 

 

 

Inline  

Engrave character’s inside frame. 
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◈ ToolPath Creation Properties 

     

   

 

Engraving Method 

 

Hatching interval, depth, engraving speed, etc, for each material are 

set up in advance. Therefore, you don’t have to appoint hatching 

interval, depth, engraving speed, etc. every time and if you select 

engraving option, value appointed in advance is automatically set up. 

You can change it in engraving option setup window by pressing Edit 

or Add button on value set up in advance. 

Tool 

 

Engraving tool is set up. Value set up in advance can be changed in 

tool setup window by pressing Add or Edit button. 
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Hatching Interval 

 

Appoint hatching distance. 

 

 
0.1mm      0.2mm      0.3mm 

Margin 

 

Appoint margin of original content and tool path 

 

 
0.1mm       0.2mm      0.3mm 

Retouch Outline 

 

If checked, engraves outline after finishing hatching. 

It not, mark hatched only. 

This option is recommended when engraving large object. 

For small engraving like small text, better engraving quality can be 

made by turning off this option. 

Depth 

 

Appoint cutting depth. Generally, because material may be bent and 

inclined, only when you should appoint depth 0.1~0.2mm deeper 

than cut material’s thickness, you can perfectly cut it. 

☞ Input plate thickness value measured at step 1 here.  The 

actucal depth must be “plate thickness + 0.1mm” to cut the 

plate entirely. 

 

Z Pitch 

 

Small cutter is easy to be broken.  So thick material like over 1.0mm 

can’t be cut at a time.  In this case, by setting “Z Pitch” value, the 

plate over 1.0mm can be cut.   

“Z Pitch” value means the depth it cuts gradually each time. 

For example, when set “Z Pitch” value, 0.3mm for 1.0mm-thick plate, 

it will cut 4 times varying the depth to 0.3mm, 0.6mm, 0.9mm and 

1.0mm each time. 

This can protect the cutter from breaking. 

☞Usually, 0.2mm pitch is recommended. And it must not 

exceed 0.4mm for safer use of cutter. 

Z Clearance 

 

In moving other engraving position, life Z-axis in order that tool is not 

contacted with material surface and then, move position. At this time, 

appoint applied height 

Z Dwell time 

Rotation speed is lowered when tool is contacted with material. At this 

time, if you move it, because there is the risk of tool damage, 

especially, in the case of steel material, wait for a fixed time until 
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spindle rotation speed is recovered and move it. It can prevent tool 

from damaged. At this time, input delay time. 

Speed XY 

 

Appoint XY-axis movement speed. 

Speed Z 

 

Appoint the speed that Z-axis is moved downward. 

Transmit Tool path output window is popped up. 

Medal Marking  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Measure material size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Fix material to vice’s center. 

 

 

3. Select engraved material’s shape form classified template and input template size. And then, click “OK” 

Height 

Width 
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4. When template is shown, press  [character input/edit] and click your wanted position by mouse. And 

then, input your wanted sentence. 

  

5. When character input is finished, press tool bar [selection] and enter object selection mode. And then, 

select input character string and edit object’s size, font, size, etc. In order to arrange object to the center of 

working area, click  button [center arrangement of working area] 
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Dragging handles to change object size: 

 

 

 

 

 

Dragging handles to change test interval: 

 

 

Drag this handle with mouse 

to change text interval. 

Drag these handles to  

change the object size 
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6. When drawing is finished, click “hatching tool path” like the below figure. 

  

7. When “Hatching Toolpath” window is shown like the below figure, appoint tool, distance, and depth, click 

“Create Tool Path”. 

    

 

 

[Brief View] 

[Detail View] 
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 8. “Tool path” object is generated like the below. 

   

9. Click button .  

  

10. “Output” window is shown, appoint communication port and how to measure material and then, click “Start 

Engraving” 
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Surface Height 

Measure material’s height. 

 

 

 

 

Surface Slope 

Measure material’s inclination. 

 

 

 

 

Skip 

Height is not measured. At this case, as for material height, pre-measured 

height is applied. In previous engraving work, if you don’t put material out of 

vice, you can save measuring time by selecting this option. 

Adjust Engraving 

Position 

Appoint if engraving position is readjusted. If you select this option, laser 

point is turned on in order to readjust engraving position and if you don’t use 

this option, promptly start engraving. 

 

11. When engraver is moved to the center of material, you can check and adjust engraved area by using 

engraver’s direction key button. At this time, if you move it as seeing red laser pointer, you can easily check 

and adjust position. 

 

 

Every time you press direction key button, laser pointer is moved to left, top, right, and 

bottom of engraved area, which shows engraved area. Check if engraved area is out of 

material surface and in the case of being out of related area, you can adjust position by 

using direction key. 

 

According to current position in engraved area, it is moved to left, top, right, or bottom. 

Namely, if current position of laser pointer is on left and button  is pressed, it is 

moved to left side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. When engraving position appointment is finished, press button  for 2 seconds and start engraving.

Marking Area 
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Ring’s inside and outside diameter marking 

 

 

 

1. Measure outside diagram’s width and diameter of engraved material 

 

 

 

2. Insert material to rotation tool and assemble them like the below and then, fix it to rotation vise. 

                       

                  External diameter                  Internal diameter 

 

3. Run MAGIG-50 and double click “Rotary” of object property. 

  

Width  

Diameter 
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4. When “Rotary Object” window is shown, input material’s width and diameter measured step 1 and 

select how to engrave it. Finally, click “OK” 

  

5. Template is shown in the center of screen. 
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6. Select tool bar [Text Input] and click mouse at the position that you want to input. Finally, input 

your wanted sentence. 
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7. When character input is finished, enter object selection mode by pressing tool bar [selection] and 

select input character string. And then, edit object size, font, etc. In order to position the object to the center 

of working area, click  button [arrangement to the center of working area] 

      

 

Dragging handles to change object size: 

 

 

 

Dragging handles to change test interval: 

 

Object handle 

Drag this handle with mouse 

to change text interval. 

Drag these handles to 

change the object size 
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8. Drawing is finished, click [make tool path] as the below figure. 

    

 

 

9. Like the below figure, “hatching tool path generation” window is shown, appoint tool, distance, and depth and 

click “confirm”. 

  

 

10. Like the below, “tool path” object is generated and it is marked in red on screen. Magnify tool path object by 

turning mouse wheel and if it is not your wanted tool path, delete tool path, adjust abstraction option, and 

abstract it again. In order to delete tool path, click empty space of working area by using mouse, release 

current object selection, click and select tool path by using mouse, and select “Delete” menu by using 

“Delete” key on keyboard or clicking mouse’s right button 
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                          [Abstract tool path] 

11. Each tool path is overlapped like the below figure, each tool path performs mutually different 

engraving option. In order to perform tool path engraving, select tool path that you want to engrave 

and click . 

      

 

12. When “Output” window is shown, appoint communication port and rotation vise option and then, click “OK” 

button. 
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 ‘ 

Surface Height 

Measure material’s height. 

 

 

 

Ring Outside Engrave ring’s outside diameter. 

Ring Inside Engrave ring’s inside diameter. 

 
Fix material to flat chuck finger. 

 
Fix material to round chuck finger. 

 

13. When engraver is moved to the center of material, you can check and adjust engraved area by using 

engraver’s direction key button. At this time, if you move it as seeing red laser pointer, you can easily check 

and adjust position. 

 

Every time you press direction key button, laser pointer is moved to left, top, right, and bottom 

of engraved area, which shows engraved area. Check if engraved area is out of material 

surface and in the case of being out of related area, you can adjust position by using direction 

key. 

 

According to current position in engraved area, it is moved to left, top, right, or bottom. 

Namely, if current position of laser pointer is on left and button  is pressed, it is moved to 

left side. 

 

 

 

 

 

14. When engraving position appointment is finished, press button  for 2 seconds and start engraving. 

Marking Area 
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Name Plate Cutting 

     

 

 

1. Measure material’s thickness. 

 

 

 

 

2. Hold the plate in the cutting clamp. 

 

3. In MAGIG 3, press [character input/edit] in tool bar and enter character input mode. And then, click 

mouse at your wanted position inside working area and input designed character string. 

 

TOOL CLAMP Special Care 

 

 

 

 

 

Endmill 

 

 

Cutting Clamp 

In order to improve engraving 

quality and increase 

engraving blade lifespan, it is 

better to spread cutting oil on 

material surface before 

engraving 

? 
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4. When character input is finished, press [selection] in tool bar and select character string. And then, 

appoint your wanted character font like the below figure. 

 

 

5. Drag character distance adjusting handle (rectangle in the below figure) by using mouse and properly attach 

input design character. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drag this handle with mouse 

to change text interval. 

Drag these handles to  

change the object size 
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The interval between “J” and “e” is too far.  It this drawing is cut, “J” and “e” will be apart from each other.  

So these need to be closer enough. 

 

 

 

Click  button to change to text input mode.  Then drag from “J” to “e” then drag the handle to make each 

character closer. 

 

 

      

“J” and “e” is made closer. 

2.Drag this handle with 

mouse to change text 

interval closer. 

1. Drag from “J” to 

“e” to make the 

interval closer. 
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6. Design is finished, click “cutting tool path generation” like the below figure. 

   

 

7. Like the below figure, “Cutting Toolpath” window is shown, select depth and tool diameter, etc. and 

click ”Create Tool Path”. 

Initially the window will be shown in brief view mode restricting displayed contents. Click  “Show 

Briefly” to change to detail view mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

[Brief View] 

[Detail View] 

☞ Input plate thickness 

measured at step 1.  The 

actucal depth must be “plate 

thickness + 0.1mm” to cut 

the plate entirely. 
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☞ The actual cutting Depth should be more deeper than the plate size.  If not, it will 

not cut the plate out entirely. 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, if the plate is 0.5mm thick, the whole cutting depth must be as follows. 

0.5mm + 0.1mm(more depth) = 0.6mm 

 

 

 

 

Depth 

 

Appoint cutting depth. Generally, because material may be bent and inclined, only 

when you should appoint depth 0.1~0.2mm deeper than cut material’s thickness, 

you can perfectly cut it. 

☞ Input plate thickness value measured at step 1 here.  The actucal depth 

must be “plate thickness + 0.1mm” to cut the plate entirely. 

 

Z Pitch 

 

Small cutter is easy to be broken.  So thick material like over 1.0mm can’t be cut 

at a time.  In this case, by setting “Z Pitch” value, the plate over 1.0mm can be 

cut.   

“Z Pitch” value means the depth it cuts gradually each time. 

For example, when set “Z Pitch” value, 0.3mm for 1.0mm-thick plate, it will cut 4 

times varying the depth to 0.3mm, 0.6mm, 0.9mm and 1.0mm each time. 

This can protect the cutter from breaking. 

 

☞Usually, 0.2mm pitch is recommended. And it must not exceed 

0.4mm for safer use of cutter. 

Speed XY 

 

Appoint engraving speed 

Speed Z 

 

Appoint speed at which Z axis is lowered to material. 

Z Clearance In moving other piece position, lift Z-axis in order that tool is not contacted with 

0.5mm 
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material surface and move it. At this time, appoint applied height. 

Z Dwell time 

 

Rotation speed is lowered when tool is contacted with material. At this time, if you 

move it, because there is the risk of tool damage, especially, in the case of steel 

material, wait for a fixed time until spindle rotation speed is recovered and move 

it. It can prevent tool from damaged. At this time, input delay time. 

Transmit Tool path transfer window is popped up 

 

8. “Tool path” is generated.  

   

9. In program screen, click  [working area center arrangement] and move to object’s working area center 

 

10. Click  button and “output” window is shown. Click “Start Engraving” button. 
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11. When “output” window is shown as the below, select communication port and how to measure material and 

click “Confirm” button. 

 

Surface Height Measurement: 

Surface Height Measure only material height. 

Surface Slope Measure material slope. 

Skip It does not measure height. In this case, as for material height, pre-measured 

height is applied. If you don’t pull existing material out form vise, you can save 

time by selecting this option. 

Adjust Engraving 

Position 

Decide if engraved position is readjusted or not. If you select this option, laser 

pointer is turned on in order to readjust engraved position and if you don’t use 

this option, engraving is promptly started. 

 

12. When engraver is moved to the center of material, you can check and adjust engraved area by using 

engraver’s direction key button. At this time, if you move it as seeing red laser pointer, you can easily check 

and adjust position. 
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Every time you press direction key button, laser pointer is moved to left, top, right, and 

bottom of engraved area, which shows engraved area. Check if engraved area is out of 

material surface and in the case of being out of related area, you can adjust position by 

using direction key. 

 

According to current position in engraved area, it is moved to left, top, right, or bottom. 

Namely, if current position of laser pointer is on left and button  is pressed, it is 

moved to left side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. When cutting position is appointed, press engraver button  for 2 seconds to start engraving. 

At this time, in order to improve engraving quality and increase engraving blade lifespan, it is better to spread 

cutting oil on material surface before engraving.

Marking Area 
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Loading Image and Converting It to Engravable Image 

A image saved as JPG, GIF, BMP etc. can be loaded to engrave 

1. Click  button and select a image to load then click “Open” button. 

 

2. Once the image is loaded, click “  button, then select “Monochrome(1bit)...”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

☞  This is NOT necessary when loading 

monochrome image. In this case, 

“Monochrome(1bit)...” will be disabled. 
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3. On pop-upped window, adjust slider to produce most suitable image to engrave, then click “OK” 

button. 

 

 

4. Color image is converted to monochrome image that is most suitable to engrave. 

Now, engrave it. 
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Importing Drawing from Illustrator or CorelDraw 

MagicArt support importing “Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG)” file.  So any drawing saved as “SVG” can be 

imported. 

Most design s/w such as like Illustrator, CorelDraw supports saving as “SVG” file format 

 

A drawing saved as “SVG” in illustrator or CorelDraw can be imported from File->Import… to cut or engrave 

 

Illustrator: 

1. Select File -> Save As... in Illustrator menu.  Then save the drawing as “SVG(*.svg)” format. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. In MagicArt menu, File->Import…, load the file saved in Illustrator. 
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